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Designed objects play an active role in the lives of humans, particularly in 

the construction and reinforcement of human belief. This is most easily observed 

in the relationships that humans have with sacred objects. Religion often guides 

human behavior, and a special relationship develops between people and objects 

that carry religious relevance. As science is more able to address topics 

traditionally in the realm of religion, power objects are taking less conventional 

forms. If power objects can be created outside of a religious faith, what process 

would be used to design them? 

I began the project by creating a survey to assess the general 

understanding of and beliefs surrounding genetic information. Users consistently 

asked questions of their genome that would have traditionally been answered by 

religion, such as reasons for hardship and requests for guidance. Questions 

received from the survey were sorted into three primary subjects – health, identity, 

and heritage. Many could not be answered with genetic information.  



 vii 

I chose the archetype of the prayer beads as a base form for the new power 

objects. I researched genes that could be associated with health, identity, or 

heritage and modeled the prayer beads after sequences from these genes. Each 

bead represents a base in the sequence, each base bead has a unique shape or 

texture.  

It is difficult to conclude whether the representation of genetic data in an 
object changes the way it is perceived, as I do not have access to the genetic 
information of my target audience.  
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Introduction 

 

Our relationship with designed objects is vastly complex and can be           

examined in a number of ways. They play an integral role in the formation and               

reinforcement of our deepest held understanding of the world, our belief systems.            

This can be seen most clearly in religious objects. Any investigation of this topic              

is destined to splinter into the myriad factors that contribute to the construction of              

belief such as environment, ritual, or culture. In this project, I am primarily             

interested in the conditions necessary to allow us to imbue objects with power,             

be it religious or secular. How can we move an object from the world of the                

profane to the world of the sacred? In this thesis, I set out to design and fabricate                 

a truly personalized, data driven power object through the use of genetic data in              

collaboration with additive manufacturing. 

I define a power object as an object that is integral to and active in the                

construction or reinforcement of the user’s belief system. This is a broad            

category. There are many different types of power objects and they are imbued             

with power in different ways. One type of object is imbued with power through              

use (Hood 2014). Another category of power object arises within a belief system.             

They are embodiments of belief and allow people to physically interact with an             

intangible idea. Religious objects are an example of this type of power object,             

and it is within this category I have been working.  

I decided to approach the question from a position both ideologically polar            

to religion and powerfully personal – the human genome. The human genome            

potentially holds the answer to questions that were formerly only answered by            

faith. This, in combination with its perception in popular culture as something            

comparable to the soul or part of one’s self that both holds an essential part of an                 
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individual and persists beyond his or her life, make genomic data ideal for this              

project (Nelkin 1995). 

To intentionally make a power object can only ever be a design exercise,             

but a valuable one that I have attempted in this project. A deeper understanding              

of how objects are imbued with power or can be made powerful has the potential               

to improve the way we design, produce, and use the objects that surround us. I               

began my process by examining the role objects play in our lives through             

Actor-Network Theory and Material Culture. I focused in on religious objects, as            

they represent an embodiment of an existing belief. I surveyed the various forms             

religious objects take as well as their role in worship. Decisions about form were              

guided by the additive manufacturing process (also called 3D printing in this            

paper). The result is an object intended to encourage discussion, and insight into             

a process that may inform the way we design for additive manufacturing.  

Background 

The path from religious artifact to data driven power object is novel, but             

fairly direct. It begins with an examination of the role objects play in our lives. I                

looked closely at three categories of religious objects in order to gain a better              

understanding of their function within the faith, as well as their source of power. I               

then examined the transition in western culture from a predominantly faith based            

explanation of the natural world, to one based in science in order to identify              

points of commonality that allowed or encouraged this transition. With this in            

mind, I began the process of designing a set of data driven prayer beads. I               

chose to work with prayer beads because they are common across a number of              

cultures and are used in both religious and secular contexts.  

Objects as Actors  

Designed objects play an active role in the lives of humans. In the early              

1980s, the Actor-Network Theory (ANT) described these relationships for the first           
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time in a cohesive way. Sociologists have long described human relationships as            

networks; ANT extends these networks to include nonhuman actors. Ideas,          

locations, and objects are said to have agency and are equal players alongside             

humans in the network (Latour 2008). Society itself is merely the web created by              

the relationships between actors, not the result of mysterious “social forces”.           

Both this model of society and the method of following the connections through a              

network to understand how it is constructed informed my project. 

Material Religion 

The ANT reveals a world where objects play an active role in the             

construction and reinforcement of human belief. This is most easily observed in            

the relationships that humans have with sacred objects. Religion often guides           

human behavior, and a special relationship develops between people and          

objects that carry religious relevance. Material Religion, a subset of the field of             

Material Culture which examines the way in which we construct our realities            

through materiality, looks closely at this interplay between sensory experience          

and belief. David Morgan explains this connection in Religion and Material           

Culture: The Matter of Belief (2010): 

Belief is what I know with my body. I feel the world enduring, I address its                

endurance with my gesture, the distribution of my body’s mass, with a            

robust leap of expectation as I push against the floor and the chair and              

rest my elbows on the hard surface of the table. If it were not there and the                 

world did not behave the way it does, I would not only think and feel               

differently, I would act otherwise... Belief begins as the material fit           

between the body and habitat, the delicate sensory loop arcing from           

body-mind to environment and back.  

Morgan insists that belief is directly connected to one’s physical environment, the            

designed world. If this is the case, can belief be shaped through the design of our                

“habitat”? 
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Religious Objects 

The words sacred and profane distinguish the worldly reality from that of            

the Divine. This border is marked by numerous objects, spaces, and rituals. I             

have categorised religious objects into three primary forms:  

1. Objects that represent or hold gods.  

2. Objects that allow you to commune with gods. 

3. Sacred objects that do not directly connect with the gods but still            

carry meaning.  

While there are a myriad of ways in which to discuss religious objects, this              

categorization addresses fundamental questions about the faith to which the          

object belongs and the source of the object’s power. While all three categories of              

religious object are not always present in a religion, each type of object allows for               

a specific expression of faith. For the purposes of this exploration, ‘god(s)’ will be              

used to refer to a faith’s notion of the ultimate source of power. In the case of                 

Christianity, this would be the anthropomorphic God. In the case of Buddhism,            

this would be nirvana.  

The form a god takes when it physically manifests on earth reveals a lot              

about the religion that is built around it. In the Hindu faith, gods are believed to be                 

able to inhabit sculptures or images, called murti . The English translation of this             

Sanskrit word is simply “an image, a statue, an idol”. But murti are much more               

than the material object. In the case of murti statues, these man-made images             

can become the embodiment of gods. 

Two rites are always critical to the process of divine embodiment: the            

eye-opening and the establishing of breath. In the eye-opening ceremony,          

the craftsman carves the pupils of the eyes on the granite image, ritually             

opening the Divine eyes. . . The second rite is the “establishing the breath”              

( prana pratishtha). In a general sense, the whole sequence of          

consecration rites imbues the image with the spirit or breath of God. More             
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narrowly, however, this rite takes place on the final day, after the image             

has been moved into place in the sanctum (Eck n.d.). 

An example of a murti statue can be seen below in Figure 1 (Acharya 1993).               

When an object is inhabited by a god, it does not merely become the home of the                 

god, it becomes the god itself, and murti are cared for and worshipped             

accordingly.  

 

  

Figure 1 : Adorned Ganesha Murti 

 

 

Another category of religious objects are objects that allow or assist with            

communication with a god. An example from this category would be prayer            

beads. While not inhabited by a deity, beads are often used to mark movement              

through a prayer cycle. The prayer cycle is a means by which to engage in a                

direct exchange with a god; a prayer cycle is completed and forgiveness or favor              

is granted. Beads themselves have been associated with prayer for centuries.           

The word ‘bead’ comes from the old English word ‘bede’, meaning prayer.            

(Sciama 1998). 
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Figure 2 : Misbaha or Tasbih are Islamic prayer beads  

 

Stringed beads are common across many cultures and have both religious and            

secular meditative applications (Wernik 2009).  

Finally, relics are sacred objects that do not directly connect worshippers           

to a god, but still hold power from their proximity to godliness. Relics often come               

from the bodies of holy people who themselves are not considered gods, but             

whose proximity to divinity is venerated. The relic is itself powerful, but also             

serves as a reminder of the deep spirituality of its source, something to which              

relic holders can aspire.  

Relics appear in a number of faiths, including Catholicism and Buddhism.           

Sarira is a Sanskrit word meaning “relic”. In Buddhism the word usually refers to              

the crystal-like stones or “pearls” said to be found among the ashes of cremated              

spiritual leaders (Martin 1994). These objects are believed to grant blessings           

from the individual they came from. 
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Figure 3 : Sarira (relics) of Maudgalyayana, a disciple of the Buddha  

 

 

The power of relics shows that objects can have power in a religious context              

even when they do not directly connect worshipers to a deity. 

Secular Power Objects 

As science is more able to address topics traditionally in the realm of             

religion, power objects are taking less conventional forms. Crystals, for example,           

are valued for their perceived powers and are believed to hold intrinsic energy             

based on their elemental material (Yanta 2005). There is no scientific evidence to             

support the power of crystals, but their role in the actor-network parallels that of              

the religious object. If power objects can be created outside of a religious faith              

and within the constraints of science, what process would be used to design             

them? 
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Figure 4 : Healing crystals  

 

Science and Religion  

The history of science and religion in western culture is complex. For            

centuries, religion served not only as a source of moral and spiritual guidance,             

but as interpreter of the natural world. As science advanced, we have found             

scientific explanations for many questions that have, in the past, only been            

addressed by religion. The transition from theological to scientific thought has not            

been smooth. Historical events such as the Galileo Affair and Darwin’s Theory of             

Evolution have set the groundwork for a contentious relationship between these           

two belief systems. While this is not the case in all religions, it can be viewed as                 

evidence that science is able to provide a legitimate challenge to religious belief.  

DNA 

Alongside astronomy and the study of evolution, genetics is another          

scientific field that has the potential to disrupt the traditional role of religion. It’s              

complexity only adds to its potential; it is still not fully understood by molecular              

biologists, let alone the average citizen. In the space between our confidence in             
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the genome’s ability to hold the answers, and the distance science still has to go               

to fully understand its inner workings, lie magic and faith.  

Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) is not only the base molecule of genes, it is             

also the basis for heredity (Omoto, 2012). It consists of four nitrogenous bases:             

guanine (G), cytosine (C), adenine (A), and thymine (T). The four bases are             

divided into two categories: purines and pyrimidines. Each base pair consists of a             

purine bonded to a pyrimidine (G bonds with C, and A bonds with T). 

 

Figure 5: The four bases divided into purines and pyrimidines  
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Figure 6:  DNA Strand: When the base pairs bond to each other they form a double helix chain.  

 

 

DNA molecules connect in long strands. These strands combine to form           

genes, which hold instructions to build proteins and control various phenotypes,           

or physical expressions of the genetic information. These genes are further           

organised into 23 pairs of chromosomes, which, along with mitochondrial DNA           

compose the human genome.  

As Dorothy Nelkin points out in The DNA Mystique , most cultures have a             

concept of some entity “that is relatively independent of the body, but that gives              

the body life and power. Known in various historical and cultural circumstances            

as the soul, yalo , nöos, hun , spirit, and so on, this entity persists when the body                

is gone and, containing all its essential elements, can be used to bring the body               

back.” She parallels this concept with the perception of DNA as an entity which in               
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some ways holds our identity, and persists even after we are gone (Nelkin 1995,              

40).  

The truth about DNA’s role in our lives is even more fantastic and             

mysterious than the notion of the soul. The human genome holds the blueprints             

for life. In every cell, we carry the genetic information needed to build and              

operate a human body. Sections of this code are signaled to either activate or              

remain dormant depending on their function in the body. The mechanism that            

controls this is called the epigenome. While the genome itself doesn’t change            

over a lifetime, the epigenome does. It can be affected by environment and these              

changes can be passed down along with other genetic information. 

Over 99 percent of the human genome is the same for every person.             

Within this small margin of difference, however, lies enough variation in physical            

appearance and health to generate all the diversity that humanity holds. Our            

genetics contribute to how we look, feel, act and think (National Human Genome             

Research Institute 2007). Though also heavily influenced by environment and          

lifestyle, these are the same qualities that construct identity. 

Additive Manufacturing 

Additive manufacturing (AM) is a material joining process in which          

products can be directly manufactured from 3D files. There are a number of             

advantages to AM such as the ability to print complex parts at a relatively low               

cost and short lead time. Another possibility AM introduces is that of personalised             

products. Without the need for machining and investing in costly molds, products            

can be customised to the user. 

In 3D printing, a 3D file is generated by either scanning an object, or              

modeling one in Computer Aided Design (CAD) software. The model is then            

loaded into a second software which slices it and converts that information into a              

gcode file. This file is then sent to the printer. Gcode is a programming language               
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primarily consisting of instructions based on location coordinates and is used in            

Computer Numerical Control (CNC) milling and 3D printing.  

 
Figure 7: The 3D model is sliced into layers and those layers converted into gcode. 

 

 

There are three methods of 3D printing: fused deposition modeling (FDM), 

stereolithographic (SLA), and selective laser sintering (SLS). FDM involves 

feeding a spool of polymer filament through a headed nozzle. This nozzle melts 

the filament and positions it according to coordinates defined in the gcode. SLA 

uses a UV light to cure layers of liquid resin in designated areas. Similarly, SLS 

uses a laser to cure resin powder. 

 

Figure 8:  Three methods of 3D printing  
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Design for Additive Manufacturing (DFAM) is an emerging field of study.           

Most literature focuses on optimizing function, production, or cost (Kumke 2017).           

A manufacturing process affects more than these aspects, however, and its           

influence is felt much earlier in the design process. This can been seen clearly              

during the transition to mass production that began in the late 18th century.  

The story of mass production is a familiar one. We are constantly            

reminded of the triumph of the symbiotic relationship between industrial design           

and mass production, one driving innovation in the other. These stories take            

place on the Ford assembly line or on the pages of an AEG catalog. Our world                

has truly been shaped by these advances in production methods, but this change             

goes beyond what we see on shelves or production lines. The story of             

Wedgwood, for example, takes place both in Josiah Wedgwood’s pottery and in            

the minds of consumers and designers. Wedgwood’s line of consumer ceramics,           

Jasperware, offered affordable ceramic ware to the average consumer for the           

first time. Division of labor in the pottery allowed Wedgwood to produce what had              

only ever been a luxury object, at prices that the emerging middle class could              

afford. The classical form of the vase, modeled after the Portland Vase dating             

back to between AD 1 and AD 25, is not unique. The importance of this designed                

object is not in its physical form, but in its method of production.  
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Figure 9: Jasperware vase by Wedgwood, 1790 

 

Mass production is so ingrained, not only in the ways in which we             

consume, but in the ways designers are taught to work. Optimizing these new             

modes of production can not focus solely on the physical object itself, but must              

also take into consideration the potential effects the new mode will have on the              

user’s relationship with the object. This current shift towards additive          

manufacturing gives us an opportunity to examine our assumptions about mass           

produced objects and imagine the possibilities of truly personalized products. 

The Project  

For this project I set out to design and fabricate a secular power object,              

driven by genetic data. I chose the archetype of the prayer bead because it is               
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cross cultural and has both religious and secular applications ( Wernik 2009 ). I            

began by outlining some basic requirements for these beads:  

● The beads must accurately represent a part of the user’s genetic data. 

● They must be functional as prayer beads, in the sense that they are             

portable, relatively durable, and pleasant to touch.  

● They must “hold power” because of the inclusion of genetic data, and not             

because of other factors such as novelty. 

Throughout the process, I found it necessary to add additional requirements for            

the physical design of the beads in order to distinguish them from jewelry:  

● Each base needed to be identified by a distinct be shape. 

● This shape had to be distinguishable by touch.  

● The user needed to be able to understand where to begin and in which              

direction to read the beads.  

Requirements regarding the fabrication process revolved around the        

uniqueness of the form. The beads needed to be printed pre-assembled; the            

finishing process could only include cleaning off support. In addition, the form            

needed to be unique to 3D printing, a shape that would be impossible or              

unreasonably difficult to produce in any other method of production. These two            

requirements complimented one another, as it is difficult to fabricate a           

pre-assembled chain in other methods of fabrication.  

Discursive design is an ideal lens through which to examine this topic. It             

centers around creating utilitarian objects in order to communicate ideas and           

encourage discourse. 

Methodology 

 

My methodology for this project has most closely resembled that of Value            

Sensitive Design (VSD). VSD attempts to include values of ethical importance in            
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design. The process includes three types of investigation: conceptual, empirical,          

and technical. An adaptation of this methodology seemed suited to my project as             

it attempts to incorporate an existing belief system into a new software or             

services.  

For what would be considered my conceptual investigation, I began with           

secondary research related to the connection between objects and belief. My           

empirical phase centered around a survey related to belief and understanding of            

genomic information. Finally, the technical phase included designing and         

fabricating a set of beads that embodied the beliefs layed out in the previous              

investigations. 

Process  

 

Survey 

I started my research by creating an online survey to understand people's            

current beliefs surrounding and understanding of genetics and epigenetics. The          

survey consisted of five sections: Background, Genetics Survey, Practices,         

Beliefs, and Prayer. The Background section collected demographics information         

about the respondents including age, education, field of interest, and gender. The            

Genetics survey section consisted two parts, the first focusing on facts about the             

genome and the second on the epigenome. These true or false questions were             

designed to assess the respondents understanding of genetic, for example: The           

genome is the complete set of genes or genetic material present in a cell or               

organism. The Practices section was used to understand people’s current          

practices or interactions with genetic data. The Belief section asked about the            

content of respondents wishes and whether or not they pray. If they indicated             
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that they did pray, they were taken to the prayer section where they were asked               

about the contents and frequency of their prayers. 

The survey was shared online and received 116 responses. The majority            

of respondents were between the ages of 20 and 40, and were from highly              

educated individuals. 106 respondents completed the Genetics Survey. They         

were familiar with general genetics fact and the idea that environmental factors            

could change the expression of genes, though the mechanics of this process            

were not always known. 

 

 

Figure 10: Background results 

 

 

Figure 11: Practices results 
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Figure 12: Practices results 

 

The question that drove the development of the object the most was “If             

you could communicate with your genome or every genome what would you tell             

or ask it?” A few responses to this questions were: “Why can’t I process feelings               

like normal people do?”, “If there is any purpose to life, since DNA technically has               

existed with the start of life”, “What’s wrong with my family?”, “Are you the              

physical expression of all that I am?”, and “Can I still improve my memory?”              

Some responses to this questions were purely motivational, such as “I love you”,             

“Thank you for keeping me alive thus far and carrying me through life’s             

challenges”, and “Keep up the good work!”  
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Dear Genome 

 

Figure 13: Dear Genome Home Page  

 

Dear Genome is a web page created for a small group of users in order to                

determine if their communications with their genome would change over time           

given the opportunity to have an ongoing dialogue conversation with their           

genome. The home page prompts users to “Use this form to send a message to               

your genome”. There is a field for name which is optional and a field to write the                 

message. 

The content of the messages mirrored the topics in the answer to “If you              

could communicate with your genome or every genome what would you tell or             

ask it?”.  
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Dear Genome: Prototype 

 

Figure 14: Dear Genome: Prototype Home Page  

 

Dear Genome: Prototype was developed using feedback from the survey          

and Dear Genome. It was intended to be used for testing with the general public.               

The homepage asks “What are you struggling with today?” The user is able to              

choose one of three categories: health, family, identity. Once the user has            

chosen a category they are taken to a page with the prompt “Tell me how you're                

feeling” and are able to enter their response. They are then taken to a results               

page in which they are presented with one of three possible objects to help them               

deal with the problem they described. If the user chose health, they're taken to a               

page that briefly describes the CD4 gene and offers them a PDF with the gene               

sequence. They are prompted to print the PDF and post it in a prominent place. If                
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the user chose family, they are taken to a page that briefly describes the HVR1               

region of the genome and are given a diagram to assemble a series of snap               

beads. Each bead represents one of the four base pairs in DNA. They are              

prompted to download the for STL files, print the necessary number of pieces,             

assemble them in the order that the diagram indicates, and carry the beads with              

them. If the user chose identity, they are prompted to print and assemble a series               

of traditional beads. Each bead represents one of the four base pairs in DNA.              

They are prompted to download the for STL files, print the necessary number of              

pieces, assemble them in the order that the diagram indicates, and carry the             

beads with them. The sample model was assembled on elastic string. When            

handed a printed gene sequence, users generally did not hold it and looked at it               

only briefly. Users interacted with the physical objects more than with the printed             

gene sequence. Every participant held the beads from the time they were            

presented to the end of the session.  

 
Figure 15: Prototype beads 

 

Users preferred the flexibility and durability of the traditional beads on           

elastic. They enjoyed linking the bead clips together but were afraid of breaking             

them and a number of people said they would probably not carry them around for               

that reason. 
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No one questioned the relationship between the function of the gene and            

the question they asked. This may have been because testing was done in public              

and the questions people asked were not very personal. 

Beads 

Form  

The process of designing the beads themselves involved many iterations.          

I began by researching various types of prayer beads and identifying qualities            

which make them unique from other types of beads. I looked at Catholic rosaries,              

Islamic tasbih, hindu and buddhist mala, and greek worry beads ( kompoloi).           

Some qualities that were consistent among these beads were the importance           

given to the the number of beads on the loop, different bead shapes having              

different meanings, and an indication of where to begin the prayer cycle. From             

these qualities I made a list of requirements for my set of beads.  

Deciding which data to include and how to represent it was also part of the               

iterative process. Genetic data is complex and can be represented in a number             

of different ways. My challenge was to find a method of representation that was              

both accurate to the data set and simple enough for an average user to              

understand and associate with genetics. Some prototypes were built off the           

process of RNA folding, others highlighted the molecular structure of the bases.            

As the structure of DNA is fairly well recognised, I chose to represent the bases               

in this set of beads.  

Some challenges I faced were related to function, material, and          

representation in the form. The beads needed to be relatively smooth and            

rounded as the are meant to be held. Each base needed to have a distinct shape                

or texture so they could be identified by touch. After printing and assembling the              

first prototype, it became clear that the beads should be printed already            

assembled. The forms I printed for the prototype were not only possible to make              

with other production methods, the would have functioned better if they had been             
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injection molded. This highlighted assumptions I was making about the way           

beads should look, based on the way they had been produced in the past. A               

handmade, turned, or injection molded bead needs to be strung because of the             

way it is produced. 3D printing allows for the production of interlocking parts,             

therefore a string of 3D printed beads should be printed pre-assembled. This            

would essentially make the object a chain. 

A series of iterations were inspired by the folding patterns of RNA. For             

these models, I made the corresponding base pairs interlocking parts. This           

feature was not possible with the bead chain (Image A in Figure 16) because of               

limited flexibility and the limitations of the support system. I experimented with            

with flexible material and created a solid interlocking model. This part was flexible             

enough to connect but was fragile and did not feel like beads (Image B in Figure                

16) . Image C in Figure 16 illustrates the first working, interlocking chain. It was               

functional, in the sense that you would connect corresponding bases and that it             

was flexible and durable, but it was uncomfortable to hold and unappealing to             

look at. The final iteration (Image D in Figure 16) is an adaptation of the               

interlocking feature. While the beads do not lock together, the corresponding           

bases nestle together.  
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Figure 16: Iterations of interlocking parts 

 

There are two different types of beads in this set: the base beads that              

make up the majority of the chain, and the starter bead that indicates the              

beginning of the sequence. In designing the base beads, I was primarily            

concerned with tactility and the user’s ability to identify each base. My first             

attempt to distinguish between the beads was with simple repeated textures of            

lines and dots (Images A in Figure 17). The different textures on the beads were               

not distinct enough to be easily identifiable just by touch. The dots were clearly              

distinct from the lines, but beyond that distinction, it was difficult to identify. I              

experimented with a wrapped coil pattern in various shapes, but also found these             

beads difficult to distinguish without looking (Images B in Figure 17). My final             

beads are simpler, and therefore the differences are more distinguishable by           
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touch. Two beads are larger, representing the purines and two beads are            

smaller, representing the pyrimidines. A notch distinguished the G and the T            

beads while the A and the C are left whole.  

 
Figure 17: Iterations of bead forms  

 

The first iteration of the starter bead was modeled after the silhouette of all              

the chromosomes lined up in order. The chromosomes themselves were          

represented by lines and a notch indicates which chromosome the gene being            

represented was located (Image A and B in Figure 18). This form seemed             

unrelated to the rest of the beads, however. I designed a ring that would also               

indicate the location of the gene in a similar way to the original design, but also                

allowed the chain to be looped around as a necklace or bracelet. I also              
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experimented with a graphic of the folding pattern of RNA, but found this form              

was too abstract for people to recognise (Image D in Figure 18) .  

 
Figure 18: Starter bead iterations 

 

I decided not to print the breads in a closed loop because it was more               

difficult to indicate the direction in which to read the beads when they are              

connected at both ends.  

Fabrication 

Prototype beads were printed on an Ultimaker 2+, consumer grade FDM           

printers. The result was a set of beads that were lightly textured due to the               

layering of PLA (the plastic used in these pieces). This, along with the strength              

required in the small sections of chain, is why I chose to use a resin printer rather                 
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and than FDM printer for the final object. Even at its finest, the layering of PLA                

was easily felt and limited my control over the feel of the object.  

 
Figure 19: Chain base models  

 

After deciding to make a pre-assembled chain, I began experimenting with           

various chain designs. I started with the bead chain, as it seemed the most              

suitable to this project (Image A in Figure 19). In order to achieve a chain of                

individual pieces, each section needs to have sufficient clearance from the parts            

around it, and be supported. All my tests were done on a Formlabs Form2 resin               

printer, which generates support structures in the same material as the final part             

(Figure 20). 
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Figure 20: Formlabs print setup with support 

The bead chain consists of spherical beads connected by rods. In order            

for the rods to be supported properly, holes needed to be cut in the surface of the                 

spheres. The result was a chain that moved fairly freely and was very lightweight.              

Each sphere had a diameter of 1 cm, making it a bit large for a set of bead. The                   

holes made the beads quite delicate and difficult to scale down.  

Results 

 

My final set of beads met the various requirements I defined for them,             

insofar as they were composed of four different bead shapes that each            

represented a base and were distinguishable by touch. The form itself, a            

pre-assembled chain, is a form uniquely suited to the 3D printing process. 
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Figure 21: Focus group bead design 

 

I posited that the power in these objects would come from the belief that              

they were generated from or accurately represented something essential and          

personal to the user. This was based partially on feedback from the Dear             

Genome prototype in which participants regularly asked how they would know if            

the object was really a representation of their own genetic information. This was             

also informed by my experience making a power object for a classmate, in which              

the exercise of choosing shapes and words that represented her gave the object             

power.  

When the design was complete, I held a small focus group to discuss the              

results of my project. This group consisted of five New York University graduate             

students. My goal in this discussion was to observe people’s behavior with the             
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beads, determine if the representation of genetic data would affect their           

relationship with an object, and understand their personal beliefs and behavior           

surrounding power objects. The results were unexpected and extremely         

informative.  

The form of the beads immediately reminded participants of anal beads.           

This was commented on and agreed on by all participants. The form of the chain               

and the ring on one end contributed to this perception. Though unconventional, it             

is not unprecedented to utilize the category of sex toys in these type of data               

driven, discursive design projects (Epler 2015) (Salavon 2004). While the results           

are not entirely antithetical to my original goal, I felt the shift to a sex toy in this                  

case would distract from the power of the object. I made some changes to the               

design to move the form closer to traditional beads.  

When passed around, everyone held the beads for a short time, two            

participants interacted with the beads intermittently throughout the discussion,         

and only one participant held the beads the entire time. 

The genetic information was important insofar as it represented a unique           

object personalized just for them. One participant explained that the object would            

be more meaningful because it would have been made for her, but not because              

of its relationship to DNA. She added, a strand of her hair would be more               

powerful than a 3D printed object, in that respect. This reaction was not             

unanimous, however. Another participant noted how meaningful it would be to           

interact with a set of beads that represented the DNA of a loved one.  

The discussion surrounding the participants past use of power objects was           

also enlightening. One participant had personal experience using prayer beads          

and noted that she continued to carry them for comfort even after she left the               

faith.  

As a result of the focus group, I redesigned the starter bead. The final              

chain was printed on a Stratasys Objet 30 resin printer.  
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Figure 22: Final bead design 

Conclusions 

 

It is difficult to conclude whether the representation of genetic data in an             

object changes the way it is perceived. While the beads appear to spark interest              

among users, it is unclear if it is due to the nature of the information being                

represented, or the fact that the object itself has been personalized for the user.              

If the change in perception is related to the uniqueness of the object, the source               

of the power could arguably be the method of production, rather than the             

inclusion of genetic data. This ambiguity is to be expected, as true power objects              

are never created in vacuums, but are products of the culture that created them.  
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Design for Additive Manufacturing has the potential to imbue power in           

objects, whether by leveraging the power of personalization, or by materialising           

intangible data. Experiments like this can be used to explore innovative design            

approaches and new possibilities for the combination of data and digital           

manufacturing in consumer products. The current focus of Design for Additive           

Manufacturing gives us the opportunity to optimize the technology, but it may            

also provide the means to shape the way we conceive of the products we make.               

In this crucial time of innovation and discovery, we have a unique opportunity to              

take an active role in defining best practices for both design for additive             

manufacturing, and the use of personal genetic information.  
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